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QUEERING JUDAISM 
 
by Joanna Ware 
 
 
My parents joined a synagogue when I was eight years old, at my behest. When I began 
expressing a need for spiritual and religious community, they attempted to channel my desires in 
the direction of religious communities more palatable to my father’s anti-authoritarian, agnostic, 
fundamentally scientific worldview.  Though halachically Jewish, I also am the child of two 
agnostic scientists from different faith backgrounds, which has meant a complicated relationship 
with religion in my family. We sat in on Quaker meetings, attended Unitarian Services, even 
toured the meditation grounds of the Self Realization Fellowship, but none of them quite grabbed 
my interest. When we left erev Shabbat services at the local synagogue, though, something had 
stuck in my head and my gut, and we joined the next week.  
 
It has taken me years to understand why the Jewish community felt so right, as a child, and I 
don’t know that I will ever have that answer in full, but I have remained deeply connected to 
Judaism because of one important Jewish value. Judaism not only offers space for, but also is 
dependent upon and informed by centuries of willingness to engage, challenge, trouble, and 
wrestle with our traditions, values, teachings, and practices. It is this expectation of engagement, 
rather than tacit acceptance, that most excites me about Jewish education. It is also within that 
invitation for engagement that I see a valuable space for queering the text.  
 
“To queer,” as a verb, means more than introducing the voices of gay, lesbian, bisexual, 
transgender, and queer Jews to the dialogue. A queer lens troubles and challenges the basic 
assumptions of our traditions -- not in an effort to discredit or dismiss, but in the steps of Jacob, in 
a spirit of rising to the challenge and wrestling with that which matters most. Queering Judaism 
means listening to the insights and perspectives informed by a view from the margins, underbelly, 
and sidelines of Jewish community. It means taking a cue from Isaiah, and being willing to name 
the possibility and vision of redemption, even when unpopular or atypical. Judaism, through a 
queer lens, is about the recognition that insight, depth, and brilliance often come from unexpected 
places, and that our discourse, texts, traditions, and learning are strengthened by a diversity of 
voices, perspectives, and positions in dialogue together.  
 
I remain firmly convinced that Judaism has space within it for the multitude of voices and 
interpretations in our communities. But it is incumbent upon Jewish educators to create that 
space when it is not self-evident. Transgender or gender-variant Jews may believe that there is 
no space for them within a Jewish community of differentiated and demarcated roles for men and 
women. Until, perhaps, a Jewish educator shares with them the tractate of Talmud identifying 
Abraham and Sarah as tumtumim, of indeterminate gender. That queering of the story of the 
progenitors of the Jewish people expands and challenges the straight, typically-gendered picture 
often painted of the Jewish community. If we can remember that Abraham’s chosenness is in 
direct correlation with his difference, that Avram Ha-ivri can mean Abraham the Hebrew, or 
Abraham who crossed over, Abraham who is different, and take note of the celebration of his 
difference, we can create space for difference in our communities today.  
 
In order to ensure that Jews of every stripe – gay, lesbian, bisexual, queer, gender variant and 
trans, of color, differently-abled, Sephardic and Mizrahi, of interfaith families, adopted, by choice, 
and others with differences that set them apart from the norm – are not only welcomed, but also 
celebrated as integral to the strength of our communities, Jewish educators must center the 
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perspectives and textual interpretations from the margins. We must queer our Judaism, for the 
sake of its strength, vibrancy, and lasting relevance.  
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